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Swan View Primary School
Thinking of Others
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A warm and safe environment for all members of our learning community is
what we strive to provide at Swan View Primary School. We put the pastoral
care, mental and physical well-being of our students above all else. We believe
that achievement in learning comes more easily when basic needs are met.
Our staff work hard to create a caring and nurturing learning environment and
they aim to give students the opportunities to learn what the curriculum
requires and life dictates. There is a balance of experience across the
members of staff. Our educators are committed and diligent in their duties and
provide enriched learning experiences for our 300 students from Kindergarten
to Year 6.
We continue to show pride in the range of programs we provide to our
students. They have access to Music, Italian, Art, Digital Technologies and
Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Students learning
is also enriched through our Numeracy Specialist, WA-River Rangers Cadets,
Physical Education and Health programs. At Swan View Primary School we
also offer a Chaplaincy Program, Playgroup, Instrumental Music and the three
year old learning sessions-Transition to Kindy.
The school consists of 13 learning areas which include an Early Childhood
Centre. We are fortunate to enjoy separate learning areas which provide the
space and resources required for optimal learning growth. These areas include
a library resource centre, music room, art room, computer laboratory, a
designated mathematics room, science laboratory, a covered assembly area,
an activities room, a dental therapy unit and a canteen.

Our School

Many parents and carers are engaged in the teaching and learning process,
offering their assistance in classrooms, the library, the canteen and uniform
shop. Our students participate in a breakfast program three days a week and
have access to morning tea and lunch if needed. Our School Council and the
P & C Association provide a platform for parent participation in the educational
life of Swan View Primary School.
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We work collaboratively to create a safe place of belonging, where inclusivity
and meeting students’ needs are among our top priorities. Our teaching
community is committed to preparing students for the 21st century so they
have the right skills and mind set for the challenges of the future.
Swan View Primary is a Level 5 school with an enrolment of 307 students from
Kindergarten to Year 6. Included in this enrolment are, 81
indigenous students.

Margaret Dove
Principal











The Literacy Centre workshops for every classroom
Targeted Literacy support lessons for identified students at risk
Targeted Numeracy lessons with cross setting (school wide)
Local Network COMS Spelling Bee Competition
Science program conducted by specialist teacher
Support for students with limited opportunities to access technology through
After School Maths and Coding Club
Environmental Programs and Bike Education
Online learning programs offered , such as Mathletics, Matific and Typing
Tournament
The Smith Family enabled our school to participate in the Young ICT Explorers
project and competition

Learning Environment






Redevelopment of the Early Childhood playground area
Increase in digital resources
Global Play Day
Clean up Australia Day
Life Van for all students from Kindy to Year 6

Parental Engagement

Year level breakfasts with students and families

Harmony Day celebration

NAIDOC Celebrations

National Day of Action Against Bullying & Violence

Fortnightly assemblies

Volunteer morning teas

P & C Association fundraising activities

Parent Night

Parent Workshops; Screen time, Positive Parenting, Bullying, Raising Confident
Children

Kindy Transition program for students and parents

The Smith Family - S2S, reading program
Integrated Programs
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Continued Chaplaincy Program
Children’s University after school activities
River Rangers Cadet Unit
Interschool Sports Competition
Step to Rhythm of Life Dance Program
Computer Coding
Faction Action running program
After school Photography program
Helping Minds
Safe Places Photography

2019 Highlights

Teaching Highlights

School Structure

The school is made up of 45 employees with varying degrees of experience and
expertise. We have a dedicated Leadership Team made up of six members
across the school, comprising of four Deputy Principals, as well as the Manager
of Corporate Services, all of whom are lead by the Principal, Mrs Margaret
Dove. The Deputy Principals share the roles offering/ providing leadership
guidance, support of the Early Childhood Unit, student attendance and
engagement, the Numeracy Program and Disability Resources.
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The School Council meets once per term with a membership comprised of three
Leadership Team members, three staff members, three parent members and three
community members.
The Chairperson for 2019 was Maria Miceli from The Smith Family.

P & C ASSOCIATION
The P & C met twice per term on Wednesdays in Weeks 4 and 8. These meetings
were held in the Parents Room in C3.
The P & C Association had a small group of dedicated parents who ran our
fundraising events. The money raised in 2019 will go towards six pieces of artwork
depicting the Noongar Seasons.
Over 2019 the following events were held:

Fancy Dress as favourite book character

Monday Madness every fortnight through the canteen

Harmony Day, canteen specials, activities with Indigenous banner making

Athletics Carnival, special raffles and coffee and tea sales

Mother’s and Father’s Day stalls

NAIDOC P & C activities with band making

Bookweek menu offered by the canteen

Team Colours Dress up Day

Spooky Disco

Cake stall at the Dance Concert

Bunnings Sausage Sizzle

End of year Christmas Songs with BBQ and ice creams
The staff and students are very appreciative of the work carried out by the members
of the P & C to bring our school community together and make our school a better
place.
SWAN EDUCATION PRECINCT
Over the past three years, Swan View Senior High School and Swan View Primary
School have formed a partnership titled the Swan Education Precinct. This
partnership has been supported by The Smith Family. During this time the schools
have engaged in a Literacy Intervention Program with the support of volunteers. The
project included the development and implementation of a Recruitment Plan and
achieved sustainability without project support. Of profound significance is the
implementation of the Duel Capacity Framework
for family and school partnerships. The Family
Engagement Advisory Group targeted student
engagement activities which included parents
and carers. Staff and families determined new
ways to work together to improve student
learning outcomes. This milestone project/
initiative aimed to bring families into the decision
making process for family engagement activities.
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School Council, P & C Assoc & Swan Education Precinct

SCHOOL COUNCIL

During 2019, a comprehensive Students at Educational Risk data base was
reviewed. All staff contributed to the document to ensure student progress can
be tracked seamlessly across the years and that identified students can be
provided with continued support and monitoring.
Students identified as requiring curriculum adjustments are provided with
targeted support through the development of Individual Education Plans. These
plans are collaboratively developed with input from classroom teachers, the
School Psychologist, Deputy Principals, Principal and parents/carers.
The commitment by teaching staff is extensively supported by external agencies
and specialists including Occupational Therapists, Speech Therapists, Dyslexia
Speld, CAMHS, SSEND, the Autism Association and the School Chaplain.
During 2019, eleven students received Disability Resourcing. With this funding
Education Assistants were employed to work with the identified students and
class teachers. Documented plans ensured that the goals and learning needs
of individual students were being met.
A School Psychologist is employed one day per week at Swan View Primary
School. The role throughout 2019 focused on improving learning and mental
health and well-being.

Learning support

The school Chaplain, employed through YouthCare, is at our school two days
per week and the key roles include:
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Implementing programs to strengthen
relationships for both boys and girls.

positive

behaviours

and



The introduction of a Therapy Dog as part of our mindfulness program.



The provision of the Rainbow Program for students experiencing loss and
grief.



Counselling sessions for parents and carers.



Personalised programs for individual students, parents and staff.



Breakfast Club The provision of this program is supported by Manna Kids
and continued throughout 2019, meeting three days per week. On average we
would have between 25 and 30 students join us for a healthy breakfast. They
are also able to make themselves lunch if required.



Talk it Out Programs Helping Minds worked with students in mentoring to
help create and sustain healthy relationships and to build emotional well-being.
Programs included group sessions and individual engagements.



The Smith Family This organisation has been involved with Swan View
Primary School in many areas. We continued working with the Swan Education
Precinct with a target to work closely with the neighbouring high school. We
continued to provide a transition program and focused on how to extend more
visits.



Midvale Parenting Hub This government organisation supported our
school with parent engagement programs and offered support to ensure our
parents could access appropriate agencies in the wider community.



Ed Connect This volunteer agency continued working with Swan View
Primary to ensure we had available volunteers with appropriate screening and
could work alongside school staff to facilitate a fun and interactive Literacy
Program.



The Singer Song Writer Program We continued with this program in 2019,
engaging students in song writing and performing at school events. Carus
Thompson worked with students from Kindy to Year 6 creating and recording
songs.



School of Instrumental Music These instrumental music lessons
continued in 2019 with guitar and flute groups for year 5 and 6 students.



Step to the Rhythm of Life This energetic and fun dance program came to
the school due to a connection with the local fitness program running at the
community park. It involved all students from years 1 to 6.



After School Cricket Program This popular sport program was held in
collaboration with Milo Community Cricket and was undertaken by our Physical
Education teacher. The cricket sessions took place after school to help families
connect with local cricket clubs.



Coding Program Scratch is a computer
coding program which was offered in 2019.
It was run by a community Engineer and
taught children how to run the programs up
to university level.



V Swans This social and community
division of the Swan District Football Club
provided a connection to the Swan View
Community and helped students to improve their fitness level and football skills.
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Partnerships

Swan View Primary School continues to work closely with outside agencies and
businesses to expand the opportunities for our students. This is achieved through the
following initiatives and programs.

ATTENDANCE FOR STUDENTS

Attendance & Priorities for 2020

Our focus for 2020 will remain on improving student engagement and
attendance. Throughout 2019, we have been under the state average of 91.6%
attendance. The ‘at risk’ children (15), are a small cohort but have a big impact
on our levels of attendance overall. It is pleasing to note that the attendance
rates of our Aboriginal students exceeds that of ‘like schools’ and WA Public
Schools.
Overall Primary Attendance
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Non-Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Total

Our
School

Like
School

WA
Public
School

Our
School

Like
School

WA
Public
School

Our
School

Like
School

WA
Public
School

2017
2018

93.8%
91.9%

92.5%
92.3%

93.8%
93.7%

85.5%
85.9%

84.6%
81%

81.2%
80.8%

91.9%
90.4%

91.4%
90.3%

92.7%
92.6%

2019

91.1%

90.5%

92.7%

80.3%

76.3%

79.5%

88.1%

86.2%

91.6%

OUR PRIORITIES FOR 2020:
Literacy and Numeracy
We aim to enhance our students’ literacy and numeracy achievement through
the ongoing implementation of our whole school teaching focus. Staff, in
collaboration with their peers, will use streamlined pedagogical approaches
including collaborative strategies and explicit teaching. With the analysis of
data, additional resources will be allocated for providing support, planning
intervention and the teaching of identified needs. In 2020 we will continue to
prioritise our Literacy programs with the development of Literacy and Numeracy
blocks across all year levels K-6, as well as using the Letters and Sounds
spelling program in years 2-6.
STEM
We strive to build students’ STEM competencies by providing deliberate
opportunities across the curriculum to innovate, create and develop
entrepreneurial and problem solving skills. Teachers will collaboratively plan
and deliver STEM projects and will be supported through professional learning.
Technologies
Our goal is to focus on the Digital and Design Technologies curricula, providing
additional resources to support teacher and student learning. The school will
deliver high quality professional learning to all staff.
Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework
Swan View Primary endeavours to embed the Aboriginal Cultural Standards
Framework by fostering and maintaining relationships in our local community
and offering a deliberate focus on the Aboriginal history of our local area.
Sustainability
Our school aims to lift the profile of sustainability across all year levels from K-6.
Teachers will encourage students to play an active role in sustainable patterns
of living that focus on protecting the environment and creating an ecologically
and socially-just world. A sustainability committee, led by a Senior teacher, will
be established. Year level reporting at whole school assemblies on a rotational
basis will also occur.

The analysis of varied data drives classroom practice by enabling teachers to
differentiate their teaching and therefore, target the specific needs of small
groups and individuals. In 2019, we focused on the whole school data collection
of Numeracy and Spelling assessments, as well as Brightpath narrative writing.
A number of staff meetings and professional learning days were devoted to the
improvement and analysis of whole school data in the following three areas;
Numeracy, Spelling and Narrative Writing.
STUDENT TRANSITION INTO SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Graduates from Swan View Primary School enrol in surrounding high schools. Most
students transition to Swan View Senior High School for specialised programs such
as Technology, Drama, the Achieving Curriculum Excellence program (ACE),
Follow the Dream and the Clontarf Academy. The transition process for 2019
included:

Comprehensive programs that prepared our students for high school.

Interagency liaison.

Individual case management.

Support for selected vulnerable students through the Sparkles Program.

Indigenous students making regular visits to the Clontarf Football Academy.

Years 5-7 participation in information sessions, tryouts for specialist
programs, applications for scholarships and attendance at SVSHS events and
assemblies.

Primary class teachers sharing background and academic information about
all students with high school personnel.

Individual students at educational risk being identified.

The Principal visiting the high school regularly and being a member of the
High School Board.

NAPLAN
In 2019, for the first time, Swan View Primary School administered the NAPLAN
Online Assessments for students in Years
3 and 5, with the exception of Year 3
Writing. Below are the results for the 2018
-2019 period.
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Student Achievement

At Swan View Primary School, teachers engage in the rigorous analysis of
systemic and school based assessment data. Student progress and
achievement is regularly monitored through the implementation of a range of
assessments.

NAPLAN - NUMERACY - STUDENT PROGRESS

Student Achievement - NAPLAN

Year 3 and 5 achievement has continued to remain above ‘like schools’ since
2016. Our school remains in the expected range for both year groups. Of the
stable cohort, 6% of Year 3 students achieved very high progress, 10%
achieved high progress, 42% achieved moderate progress and 42% achieved
between low and very low progress. We are catering to the needs students
making low progress with the implementation of IEPs and additional class
support.
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Year 3 Numeracy
Analysis

Planning for Improvement

SVPS Year 3 cohort has achieved ‘above
like schools’ in Numeracy since 2016.

SVPS will;

cross set Number Algebra and
Measurement & Geometry to enable
differentiation of the Curriculum

continue the Whole School Numeracy block
for Years 2-6

dedicate specific Problem Solving time,
separate to Numeracy teaching time.

For Band 3 and 4 students the concepts that
need to be addressed are; 3D objects,
measuring using informal units, calendars
and time.
Students in Bands 3 & 4 need to learn
content from Bands 5 & 6 to shift into a
higher Band of achievement.
Band 5 & 6 students need to learn; positions
on a grid, time, determining areas (including
areas of irregular shapes) and comparing
capacities using informal units.

SVPS will;

resume with cross setting

target teaching of Band 3 & 4 and 5 & 6
analysis

Identify Curriculum listed in the analysis.

Band 3 students to achieve Band 5 in their
Year 5 NAPLAN.

SVPS will;

resume with cross setting

target teaching after data analysis

inform staff of targeted students.

allocate a set time for Problem Solving whole school

Year 5 Numeracy
Analysis

Planning for Improvement

SVPS has achieved above ‘like schools’
since 2016. We need to focus on making
higher progress.

SVPS will;

remain above ‘like schools’ and achieve
higher progress for Year 5 students with a
whole school plan.

For Band 4 & 5 students the concepts that
need to be addressed are: directional
language using maps, duration of time,
comparing the mass of four objects, area
using a grid, location using a grid reference,
features of 3D objects and the rotation of
shapes.
Students in Bands 4 & 5 need to learn
content from Band 6 & 7 to shift into a
higher Band of achievement.
Band 6 & 7 to focus/revise: multi step
problems involving a lapsed time, estimating
the volume of prisms using cubic units,
estimates size of angles, comparing masses
of objects using balanced scales, describing
location using directional language and
composite shapes.

SVPS will;

resume cross setting

target teaching after data analysis

plan for assisting targeted students.

allocate a set time for Problem Solving whole school

Graph 1

Graph 2
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Student Achievement NAPLAN

NAPLAN NUMERACY

NAPLAN - WRITING - STUDENT PROGRESS
In 2019, the results showed that this particular cohort of Year 3s are achieving
above ‘like schools’. Of the stable cohort, 15% of Year 3s made very high
progress, 29% achieved high or moderate and approximately half achieved
between low and very low progress. Like the Year 3s, our Year 5s are above
‘like schools’. This is the first year the students in Year 5 completed NAPLAN
Online.

Student Achievement - NAPLAN

Year 3 Writing

12

Analysis

Planning For Improvement

Over half of the Year 3 cohort made low or SVPS will;
very low progress from On Entry to Year 3. 
Evaluate student progress and target
To support the students in this cohort, a
areas
that
require
improvement.
targeted Literacy group was formed.
Progress can be achieved by providing
Students received small group targeted
necessary Professional Learning for staff
teaching. At the end of 2019 these children
and adopting a whole school approach.
had all demonstrated an improvement of 
Introduce a mandated Literacy block with
phonic knowledge.
cross setting to address writing.
The analysis shows a deficiency in;
SVPS will;

correct paragraphing in a Narrative 
move each child by 10 points on the
piece of writing.
Brightpath Narrative Ruler.

sentence structure, including use of

model simple and complex sentences
vocabulary
through the strategy of dictation for Years
1-4.

Implement a whole school approach to
vocabulary extension called ‘Word of the
Day’.
Year 5 Writing
Analysis

Planning For Improvement

12 out of 32 year 5 students made ‘low’ or
‘very low’ progress from their previous results
in Year 3.
This result demonstrates approximately 40%
of the Year 5 cohort showed poor writing
outcomes.

SVPS will;

implement speed writing, three times per
week.

use Word of the Day.

extend vocabulary .

teach simple to complex sentence
building.

revise punctuation through editing a
given text.

The analysis shows a deficiency in correct Aim to move each child by 10 points on the
paragraphing in Narrative writing.
Brightpath Narrative Ruler.






NAPLAN Online may have been a
contributing factor to the lower
outcomes in 2019.
On average, the trend for Year 5
students for writing from 2018-19
(Graph2) shows an improvement that
the Year 5 students have achieved in
Bands 5 & 6.
19 out of 24 students are in Band 5 &
6. Only 3 out of 24 are in Band 7 & 8.
The Inquiry Based Learning Program
has enabled the children to construct
their own writing using a variety of
genres and technologies which in turn
provides high interests.

SVPS will;

continue speed Writing (Greg’s Hooks).

teach Narrative and Persuasive texts.

continue daily grammar and punctuation
sessions.

strive to move students in Bands 5 & 6 to
Bands 7 & 8.

Graph 1

Graph 2
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Student Achievement NAPLAN

NAPLAN WRITING

NAPLAN - READING - STUDENT PROGRESS
SVPS average Reading scores for Year 3 are below ‘like schools’ for 2018 to
2019, despite an upward trend occurred in 2019. The added value from On
Entry to Year 3 in the 2019 cohort (44%) achieved moderate to very high
progress, including 23% making high to very high progress. SVPS have
achieved the same outcomes as ‘like schools’ for the Year 5 cohort. This group
has shifted from low progress lower achievement in 2017 to low progress higher achievement in 2019.

Student Achievement - NAPLAN

Year 3 Reading

14

Analysis

Planning For Improvement

SVPS recognised a downward movement over SVPS will;
the last two years compared to ‘like schools’.

introduce Letters and Sounds
In 2018 Year 3s were 20 points below ‘like 
prioritise a whole school phonics learning
schools’. The trend is continuing to be below
program that targets phonics in a reading
‘like schools’ in Reading. In 2019 there was a
context.
slight improvement by 5 points from 2018 to
2019.
19 students (54%) achieved ‘low’ to ‘very low’ SVPS will;
progress in reading. There is a cohort of 
implement a whole school literacy block
students within that group who we believe can
achieve ‘moderate’ to ‘high’ progress with
targeted teaching.
Reading and understanding information in a SVPS will;
given persuasive text was below expected 
focus on reading and analysing given
achievement.
persuasive texts e.g., meaning of phrases
directly stating information.

identify purpose of a rhetorical question.

identify opinion in a persuasive text.
Year 5 Reading
Analysis

Planning For Improvement

In 2018 Year 5 were 10 points below ‘like SVPS will;
schools’. The students made an improvement 
maintain the upward trend by introducing
above ‘like schools’ by 10 points from 2018a Whole School Literacy block.
19.

increase classes in the Inquiry Based
SVPS recognised an upward trend from 2018
Strategy and introduce others to this
to 2019, resulting in the Year 5 cohort being
strategy.
above ‘like schools’.
Reading and understanding information in a
given persuasive text was below expected
achievement.
Most questions not achieved were in Bands 6
& 7.

All staff need to focus on reading and analysing
given persuasive text, to help students;

Infer purpose of statement.

Identify purpose of reference.

Interpret meaning of a phrase.

Identify main purpose of text.

Interpret meaning of a description.

Interpret significance of a title.
For Informational Texts, Teachers will instruct
students on how to:

Understand the purpose of quotation
marks.

Link directly stated information across
sentences.

Evaluate the accuracy of statements using
available information.

Graph 1

Graph 2
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Student Achievement NAPLAN

NAPLAN READING

NAPLAN - GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION - STUDENT PROGRESS
At SVPS achievement in 2019 was positive in both year groups. The Year 5
cohort , in particular, was above ‘like schools’. The 2019 cohort remained in the
‘higher progress - higher achievement’ quadrant, which is to be celebrated.
Year 3 Grammar & Punctuation

Student achievement NAPLAN

Analysis
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Planning For Improvement

Best Performance Company helped SVPS will;
analyse the data which indicated SVPS 
Maintain our positive performance against ‘like
Year 3 cohort is above ‘like schools’ for
schools’ we will continue to use targeted
Grammar and at ‘like schools’ for
teaching in modelled writing and use the
Punctuation.
Brightpath Ruler. We are aiming for 360 points
which addresses the use of speech marks,
exclamation marks and how to manipulate
punctuation for effect.
Year 5 Grammar & Punctuation
Analysis

Planning For Improvement

SVPS Year 5 cohort is above ‘like schools’ SVPS will;
for Grammar and 1% below ‘like schools’ . 
Strive to maintain our positive performance
Overall we are achieving the same as ‘like
against ‘like schools’ by using targeted
schools’ in Grammar and Punctuation.
teaching in modelled Writing.

Use the Brightpath Ruler aiming for 420
points. This should help to improve;

sentence level punctuation

use of direct speech, apostrophes for
contraction and possession, commas
for phrasing.

Graph 1

Graph 2

For spelling, our Year 3 cohort were following a downward trend on par with ‘like
schools’ However in 2019, we are now below ‘like schools’. Our Year 5 cohort
2019, was above ‘like schools’. Student progress and achievement compared
to ‘like schools’ from Year 3 to Year 5 moved from the ‘lower progress-lower
achievement’ quadrant in 2017, to ‘lower progress-high achievement’ quadrant
in 2019. This demonstrates an improvement in students over the last 2 years,
who have progressed from Year 3 to Year 5.
Year 3 Spelling
Analysis

Planning For Improvement

The past two years indicates a third of the
cohort are at or below ‘National Minimum
Standard’ for spelling. Approximately 50% of
the cohort lie in Bands 3 to 5 which is above
the ‘National Mean’. Our top students show
13% in Band 6 in 2018 and only 6% in Band 6
in 2019, both below ‘like schools’.

SVPS will;

target students from Kindy to Year 4 in the
Letters and Sounds Program introduced
through a Whole School Literacy block.

receive Professional Learning for all staff in
Kindy to Year 4 (Letters and Sounds)

purchase resources for all staff in Kindy to Year
4

initiate cross setting for target spelling groups,
four times per week.

Year 5 Spelling
Analysis

Planning For Improvement

The past two years indicated approximately SVPS will;
30% of the cohort remained in Band 3 & 4 for 
strive to decrease the percentage in the lower
2018-19. The rest of the cohort in 2019 were
Bands and move the students up into higher
spread relatively evenly between Bands 5 to 7.
Bands.
The percentage of children remaining in each 
conduct an analysis of the Words their Way
Band is consistent for every Year 5 cohort in
current practice and establish a consistent
the last two years.
approach across each year group.

Graph 1

Graph 2
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Student Achievement NAPLAN

NAPLAN - SPELLING - STUDENT PROGRESS

COMMUNITY EARLY LEARNING CENTRE
Throughout 2019, the Community Early
Learning Centre at Swan View Primary
School has continued to build upon good
teaching
practice
that
develops
independent learners who can also work
together to solve problems.

Early Years Education

The children work in, and explore, both
outdoor and indoor learning spaces that
have been developed through the
observation of individual interests. The
staff have worked hard to create and
encourage an increase in parent
participation,
thus
increasing
the
promotion of the centre within the wider
community.
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The Family Engagement and Learning Program (for 3 Year olds), which
commenced in 2017, has continued throughout 2019. This initiative has been
received by the community with keen interest, going beyond capacity to include
many additional families. This program is opened to prospective Kindy students
who have enrolled for school in the coming year. It helps to provide a smoother
transition into early schooling by giving confidence to both the child and the
parent.

NATIONAL QUALITY STANDARDS
Swan View Early Childhood learning has reached five of the National Quality
Standards. After self analysis, we are working towards improving the physical
environment of the centre and creating safe spaces for the students to enjoy.
Our focus for 2020 will turn towards creating more effective/improved
governance structures through strengthening leadership and the management
of services.

Key
M

Met

WT

Working towards

In June 2019, a small group of brave and
adventurous students embarked on a new program
that had never been run at Swan View Primary
School, called Children’s University. It is a program
that acknowledges all of the wonderful learning
that students do outside of the classroom, with
their family and in their communities, as they
explore the world around them.
A key part of the program is a ‘Passport to Learning’, which allows students to earn
hours in all sorts of ways: by visiting learning destinations, participating in out of
school activities, doing online challenges, as well as participating in programs
before/after school and lunch time. Whilst the real reward comes in the form of
fantastic new experiences, there is formal recognition for the students who have
completed a minimum of 30 hours learning throughout the school year. This
recognition is an invitation to participate in an official Graduation at Edith Cowan
University. Even though it is called Children’s University, the program encourages
students, no matter what their age or interests, to become lifelong learners and
explorers. These young students are driven by curiosity and self belief which will
help them to tackle various challenges and adventures that their future may hold.
In our first year, Swan View Primary had 20 pioneering students participate in the
program. These students enjoyed a wide variety of learning opportunities, such as
craft and cooking lessons, art and science experiments, fort building, photography,
game challenges, learning a new language, learning to be environmentally
sustainable and so much more. In the wider community, students and their families
visited Scitech, Bunnings Workshops, Perth Zoo, the city and parks. They
participated in numerous sporting activities. We also enjoyed a special day out, with
our B2 and B3 classes visiting the Edith Cowan Joondalup Campus. Students
explored healthy eating options and visited a real commercial kitchen at the TAFE
next door. As part of their experiences in the program, the Children’s University
students submitted reflections and produced fabulous visual accounts which
represented over 700 hours of new learning and discovery.
We are very proud of the hard work and wonderful exploration from all of our
Children’s University participants for 2019 and were beyond thrilled that in our first
year participating in the program, 14 of those students were invited to attend the
special graduation ceremony. This was both exciting and momentous as the
students wore caps, gowns and sashes whilst they received certificates to recognise
their efforts. The success of the program at Swan View Primary School is a
combination of the student’s thirst for knowledge, the engagement, time and
commitment of their families, along with the ongoing support and assistance from
school staff.
After an exciting journey in 2019, the program will be open to all students from years
2 to 5 in 2020 with many more hours of learning, investigating, collaborating and
creating to be enjoyed.
Ms Lisa O’Shaughnessy - Teacher
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Children’s University

CHILDREN’S UNIVERSITY

Working Towards Aboriginal Cultural Framework

WORKING TOWARDS ABORIGINAL CULTURAL FRAMEWORK
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Yarning Circle
In 2017, students from the Clontarf Academy completed the ground work for the
yarning circle which is a designated area in our playground used for storytelling
and yarning. During 2018, the limestone blocks were placed in a circular pattern
and grass trees were planted.
In 2019, metal structures from the engineering department at SVSH were put into
place. These pieces of artwork represent Australian animals and are surrounded
by plants that identify with the 6 Noongar seasons.
Attendance
Our attendance rate for Indigenous students for 2019 was above the national
average of 82%.
NAIDOC Celebrations
Parents and carers organised a special event during NAIDOC Week which
centred on aspects of Indigenous culture.
The activities included:

Face painting

Tasting Kangaroo stew

Listening to the Didgeridoo

Class based curriculum activities

Creation of a handprint banner
Transition to high school
Our Indigenous students are invited to Swan View
Senior High School to enjoy workshops at the
Clontarf Academy, The Girl’s Academy and Follow
the Dream Program. They also attend special days organised by the high school.

After such a creative start to the year, we continued to explore the elements of art
which include; line, colour, shape, the principle of art and patterns. We also
designed our own mindfulness drawings for others to colour and enjoy. Using our
art knowledge and painting skills, we created animal collages and completed a
major project that involved designing a three-dimensional paper mache sculpture.
The students utilised egg cartons, cardboard and plastic materials to develop the
base structure before transforming the sculpture into a ‘Creative Creature’. We also
embraced opportunities to view and reflect on famous artworks such as Salvador
Dali’s ‘The Persistence of Memory’.
The creative explorations were not confined to art classes, with many students
enjoying artistic pursuits, guided by the teachers in their classrooms. These
lessons included learning about shading and completing a portrait of a favourite
person, studying different styles of lettering to design a name, and creating paper
flowers for Mother’s Day. Additionally, two year groups were inspired to explore
artists and create artwork related to their inquiry themes which included animals
and their habitats, Australia, past and present technology. These themes were
explored by producing dioramas, paper ripping art, watercolour art and mirroring
famous artist techniques.
For the second year in a row, Swan View Primary School was proud to learn that
one of our students was a winner in the annual Mundaring Environmental Arts
competition. The talented winning student created a beautiful and bold drawing of a
bee for this year’s topic, ‘Things with Wings’. The student won a prize pack and
was invited to paint their picture on a banner that was displayed in the Mundaring
Town Centre. We also continued to show support for the local White Ribbon Day
march, a day of action against Family and Domestic Violence. We achieved this by
producing materials with anti-violence slogans and messages of hope on paper
hands, paper ribbons and paper chains that were utilised during the day of action. It
was reported back to the school that the materials had high impact on the day with
both many survivors and perpetrators commending our contribution.
Every year our students embrace opportunities both in and outside the art room to
proudly demonstrate their artistic talents and reflect on the importance of art as a
medium to communicate our feelings and thoughts. It also allows us to celebrate
the world around us. We look forward to 2020 being another colourful and creative
year for all.
Lisa O’Shaughnessy

Specialist Teacher
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ART
Each year the students at Swan View Primary School continue to breathe colourful
life into the Pablo Picasso quote ‘Every child is an artist!’ This is expressed within
their formal art lessons and is also weaved throughout all aspects of the curriculum.
This year our specialist art classes began learning that each person is an important
piece of the puzzle. Students realised this by creating puzzle pieces that
represented who they are and the things that are important to them. Building on the
theme of awareness students designed badges and posters representing our
commitment to be a buddy. This activity took place on ‘Bullying No Way Day’ and it
highlighted the importance of being a buddy and not a bully.

ITALIAN

Special Programs for Student Engagement

In 2019, students from Years One to Six explored some of the
new Italian Curriculum, which has a strong focus on socialising
and communicating with one another. Students attended a
one-hour lesson per week in our bright and spacious Italian
Room. Our new Italian Room has displays of Italian food and
kitchenware, a role play area, a ‘pizza couch’ and different
areas for reading books, doing group work and playing games.
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During our Italian lessons, students learnt Italian topic words
and phrases with the help of oral drilling, games, cross-words, flash cards, songs
and rhymes. Students also developed their language learning skills through the
use of stories, videos, online activities, word sleuths, puzzles and role-play.
Students learnt about how the Italian language works and how Italian words are
often connected to English words, due to their Latin roots. I take pride in sharing
my Italian culture with the students, which includes many anecdotes, photos,
videos and the display of Italian realia.
The new Italian Curriculum has different topics for students to explore and we aim
to build on these topics year by year. The goal is for our students to become more
confident in Italian and to ensure that their learning of a language is continuous
and constantly developing. Each topic includes several strands, which are
Socialising, Informing, Creating, Translating, Reflecting, Systems of Language,
Language Variation and Change and the Role of Language and Culture.
The Year One and Two students learnt simple modelled language to share
information about themselves, their age and where they live. Students also learnt
their greetings, numbers, colours, body parts, animal names and some food
vocabulary. They learnt how to use these words in short sentences and
demonstrated their understanding with gestures, words, flashcards, pictures,
actions, etc.
The students in Years Three and Four focused on their personal descriptions and
information about their families. This included describing hair and eye colour and
talking about the number and names of siblings, etc. At this age, students become
more aware of the use of masculine and feminine words in the Italian language. In
our Italian classes we are constantly looking for patterns and making links with the
English language.
In Years Five and Six, the aim is for students to learn more descriptive and
expressive language when talking about themselves, their families and their
homes. Next year there will be more of a focus on describing their neighbourhood
and what they do in their free time. In 2019, the students studied the different
habitats of Australian animals and their major assessment was an oral presentation
in Italian. This topic allowed students to learn about various animals and habitats,
expand their Italian vocabulary and also learn how to use correct syntax and
grammar when forming short sentences in Italian.
Students have responded well to learning Italian this year, with a good level of
curiosity, enthusiasm and participation, particularly from our junior students. Many
students learnt the animal names in Italian this year and while doing so, they also
learnt how to sign the animals using AUSLAN. Most students really enjoyed
learning how to sign, as it introduced another language and added an element of
fun to our learning. I am looking forward to exploring the Italian Curriculum in more
depth in 2020 and will hopefully include some cooking in next year’s Italian
program.
Signorina Russo - LOTE Teacher

During 2019, our whole-school Science Program continued to develop and provide
meaningful and practical activities for students.
Our Science Program has a focus on hands-on learning in all Science
Understandings strands of Earth & Space, Biological, Physical and Chemical
Science. Every term, each year group progresses through a series of connected
lessons that aim to develop core concepts and understandings.
Since the start of 2019, our Science Program has dealt more comprehensively with
the Science areas of Science Inquiry Skills and Science as a Human Endeavour.
These areas focus on conducting scientific investigations and providing a humancentred and historical context in which science
is studied.
Our whole-school Science Program has now
been running for 7 years and the increase in
general science knowledge and students’
interest has been a very positive development
at our school.
Graham Peterson - Specialist Teacher
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
During 2019, students continued to enjoy a wide variety of sporting activities at Swan
View Primary School. The purpose of our Sports Program, as always, is to teach
basic sporting skills, increase fitness and encourage a love of sport and participation
outside of school hours.
During PE lessons within the school, our main focus is on learning about developing
skills in the major sports of AFL, Soccer, Cricket and Athletics.
In 2019, our school was involved in Interschool competitions in AFL, Soccer, Cricket,
Athletics, Netball, Volleyball and Cross-country. We enjoyed a varying degree of
success in these sports, and our students always competed with a great attitude and
positive sportsmanship.
A big change to our Sports Program during 2019 was the change from 4 factions to 3.
This was necessary due to falling numbers overall
and several year groups having very uneven
numbers in each faction.
We invited submissions from students and staff
members for new faction names and finally
agreed on Sun, Earth and Forest. All students
were allocated a new faction with family members
placed in the same faction. This resulted in a
similar number of students in each faction.
Graham Peterson - specialist Teacher
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SCIENCE

MUSIC

Special Programs for Student Engagement

The Music Program in 2019 focused on
Music Skills in Semester 1 and
Communicating Arts Ideas in Semester
2.
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The Music Aptitude Indicator Test is a
listening test given to Year 4 students
across W.A. It provides a measure of a
student’s ability to hear sounds in patterns.

Out of 2,636 students from 75 Metropolitan and Country Primary Schools the
average or mean score for Pitch was 9.47 out of 20. SVPS students averaged
9.61 out of 20, indicating an ‘above average’ performance.
For Rhythm, the state average was 3.95 out of 10. The Swan View average was
4.87, another impressive outcome. The State average for tune recognition was
4.84 out of 10 and Swan View Primary Schools students scored an average of
5.1 out of 10.This means that, on average, our students scored higher that the
state average in all areas of listening.
In 2019 the School of Instrumental Music continued the Guitar and Flute program
at SVPS, for selected gifted students. At the end of the year, the students were
able to demonstrate what they had learnt by performing for other students.
Dance and movement played a big part in the Music curriculum for all year levels,
being used to teach Beat and Rhythm.
Years 1 to 3 learnt to play various classroom percussion instruments and for
years 4 – 6, recorder and tuned percussion instruments were used to help learn
about musical notation.
In the Semester 2, junior students worked in groups to create a soundscape
based on a stimulus picture, which they wrote out using rhythmic notation. They
also performed this for their class, to demonstrate their ability to Communicate
Arts Ideas.
The senior students also had a busy second semester working on a music
composition based on a stimulus picture. These students were required to use
instruments to represent different elements. We then conducted nine students in
a performance of their piece.
In 2019, the choir consisted of year 4 and 5 students from B5. The highlight of
their year was a concert for the residents at Morrison Lodge. The theme for this
concert was ‘Australia’. All the students memorised a verse from the poem ‘The
Man From Snowy River’ which they performed, followed by a set of Australian
songs.
All students at Swan View Primary School prepared a featured item to perform at
the SVPS Christmas Singalong in December 2019. The students also
participated in singing Christmas songs for a lively and musical end to the year at
the final prize giving Assembly.
Tim Schoenmakers - Specialist Teacher

At the start of 2019, our school suffered from eight community losses due to health
and mental illnesses. This took a huge toll on our
students, staff members and the community at large.
Sadly, we had students who had lost a class member
and a few also endured the loss of their mother or
father. Our Chaplain strives to provide a safe and
supportive environment where our students can be
heard. Strategies are offered to students to help build
their resilience, empathy, self-regulation and positive
self esteem. In 2019 we were lucky enough to have a
Therapy dog named Toby, to support our students.
Jen Hawker - School Chaplain
RIVER RANGERS
The River Rangers unit continued the program once again in
2019 with 26 students from Year 5 and 6. Students met every
week on Wednesdays after school and the program was run by
our School Chaplain. The River
Rangers program receives a
payment from the Cadet Unit WA
to make the many excursions and
adventures possible for our
students.
These excursions and learning opportunities included
a visit to Caversham Wildlife Park, Recycle Right,
Snake Safety, First Aid, Red Hill Waste Management Tree planting at Chittering and
much more. The program ended on a high note by having a sleep over at the Perth
Zoo. During our River Rangers Program, the students had a fantastic experience
learning different facts about the environment and the impact our pollution has on
our ecosystems and water ways.
Jen Hawker - Unit Leader
YEAR 6 STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
For the past four years we have invited our Year 6
students to design their own leavers shirts. Every
student has an opportunity to draw, colour and design
the Graduating Class leavers shirt. Once completed,
each student votes on the final design. The winning
design is a testament to all students in the graduating
year.
Congratulations to our Graduating class of 2019.
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CHAPLAINCY
Our Chaplaincy Program continued in 2019 with our Chaplain, Jennifer Hawker,
attending two days per week. During these days she met with students in need and
offered support by listening to them, helping them deal with friendship issues,
behavioural problems, grief and loss and struggles/ issues at home.

SCHOOL SATISFACTION SURVEY - 2019
Positive Feedback from parents

Teachers provide students with useful feedback.

Students like being at school.

Students feels safe at this school.

Teachers at this school treat students fairly.

Students at this school can talk to teachers about their concerns.

Teachers at this school care about their students.

Teachers at this school motivate students to learn.
Positive Feedback from students

My teachers expect me to do my best.

My teachers provide me with useful feedback about my school work.

My teachers motivate me to learn.

My teachers are good teachers.

My teachers care about me.

My school looks for ways to help me improve.

My school gives me opportunities to do interesting things.

School Satisfaction

Positive feedback from Staff

Teachers at this school care about their students.

Students like being at this school.

Students at this school can talk to their teachers about their concerns.

Teachers at this school provide students with useful feedback about their
school work.

Teachers at this school expect students to do their best.
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Areas for Improvement
Parents believe...

The school does not have strong relationships with the local community.

Students behaviour is not well managed.

My child does not feel safe at this school.

This school does not work with parents to support their child’s learning.
Students believe...

Student behaviour is not well managed.

My school does not take student opinions seriously.
Teachers believe...

Student behaviour is not well managed.

The school is not well led.

The overall standard of education achieved at this school is not
satisfactory.

Finance
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380 Morrison Road
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